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ABOUT US

Stretch Wrap is a manufacturer, importer and 
distributor of plastic films, packaging materials 
and complementary products. 

WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON:

 ² Our customer focus and providing great 
service

 ² Supplying premium products you can 
trust 

 ² Delivering what we promise

 ² Leading the way in recycling the plastic 
we supply, our customers use and 
creating new products from recycled 
plastic materials

 ² Being New Zealand owned and operated

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

 ² We are not trying to be all things to all 
people. We are specialists in our field and 
you get the best the industry has to offer

 ² We offer a circular lifecycle for the plastic 
we supply and our customers use, 
recycling it into new products

 ² We are continually innovating to find 
better products and techniques to 
improve our service to you

 ² You are dealing with the founders and 
shareholders. Our success depends on 
your success

 ² We don’t talk, we deliver!



OUR GREEN COMMITMENT

Just because it is “recyclable“ doesn’t 
mean it gets RECYCLED! 

We are committed to working with our customers to reduce the volume 
of plastic packaging they use and recycle what they do use.

WE WILL:

 ² Find a reliable, cost-effective way to use less plastic and deliver a better result

 ² Use recycled plastic in our products wherever possible

 ² Support our customers in recycling their plastic to guarantee that it is in fact 
recycled so they can demonstrate their GREEN credentials

 ² Lead the way in recycling the plastic we supply, our customers use and creating 
new products from recycled plastic materials

COMMITTED TO CLIMATE

Stretch Wrap is a proud supporter of Trees That Count, 
a programme managed by environmental charity Project 
Crimson. We’re helping Kiwis plant native trees across 
Aotearoa New Zealand.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Using our wraps and machines could 
reduce your costs by more than 75%

WE’RE IN THIS RACE TOGETHER!

 ² For machine wrapping, combining a high stretch film with a pallet wrapping 
machine that has been optimised for the wrap can greatly increase the stretch 
achieved, reducing the plastic used to wrap a pallet

 ² Stretch Wrap’s machine wraps are certified to stretch up to 300%, delivering 
4m of film for every 1m of film purchased. This equates to up to a 75% reduction 
in the plastic used and cost per metre

 ² Combined with a stronger, lighter weight nano film, you can achieve longer rolls, 
thus more wraps per roll, further reducing your costs
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Stretch Wraps (LLDPE)

Using a cast nano technology film, which is made up of multiple nano layers per 
layer of film, enables you to use a lighter film to achieve better results with less 
plastic. This reduces your costs and is better for the environment. Stretch Wrap’s 
films are all nano technology and at 55 layers, they are the highest layer film 
available in New Zealand.

STRETCH WRAPS

 ² Bundle Wrap

 ² Pre-Stretch

 ² Hand Wrap

 ² Machine Wrap

 ² Custom Wraps

DESCRIPTION

 ² Bundle wraps manufactured in New Zealand by Stretch Wrap

 ² Smart Stretch Nano55 Evolution and Revolution Pre-Stretch 
hand wrap means a tighter load with less plastic

 ² Power Stretch Nano55 hand wrap with certified stretch of up to 
150% (1 metre to 2.5 meters)

 ² Ultra Stretch Nano55 machine wrap with certified stretch of up 
to 400% (1 metre to 4 meters)

 ² With our own manufacturing facilities in New Zealand, we can 
customise your wraps



Pallet Wrapping Machines

Stretch Wrap supplies and services pallet wrapping machines which we optimise 
and pair with the best film to maximise their efficiency and performance to meet 
your unique needs. This ensures you are using the least amount of pallet wrap and 
minimising your costs.

PALLET WRAPPING MACHINES

 ² Semi-Automatic

 ² Fully Automatic

 ² Accessories (scales, ramps etc.)

 ² Access to a Standby Machine

DESCRIPTION

 ² Our range of pallet wrapping machines 
are cost effective and we will assist you in 
setting up and optimising the machine to 
maximise operating performance

 ² We can service and maintain your 
machines

 ² Customers have access to a standby 
pallet wrapping machine in the event of 
a peak demand event or failure of one of 
their machines
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Stretch Wrap Accessories and Services

We’ll visit your premises to review your current pallet 
wrapping practices and provide recommendations to reduce 
costs and improve your environmental impact.

STRETCH WRAP ACCESSORIES 

 ² Pallet Top Covers - sheets and  
continuous roll

 ² Hand Wrap Dispensers - light weight 
dispensers making pallet wrapping easy 
and improving health and safety

AUDITS

 ² We can audit your current wrapping 
processes and results for both hand and 
machine wrapping, testing containment 
force and plastic used 

 ² Provide recommendations to improve 
performance and reduce costs and 
plastic used

 ² Results are presented in a written report
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Industrial Wraps And Films (LDPE)

LDPE (polythene) sheets made from 100% recycled and recyclable materials 
ranging from 60mu wraps to 300mu high impact under slab vapor / gas barrier 
membrane films.

DAMP PROOF MEMBRANES

 ² 250mu to 300mu black polyethylene film

 ² Customised coloured polyethylene film

INDUSTRIAL WRAPS

 ² 60mu to 125mu

 ² Various sizes

 ² Black, White and Clear

 ² Branded wraps

DESCRIPTION

 ² AS/NZS certified high impact 
performance, multilayer under slab 
vapour/gas barrier designed to retard 
moisture migration through concrete 
slabs and concrete walls

 ² Made from 100% recycled materials

DESCRIPTION

 ² Suitable for timber wraps, protection of 
equipment and materials etc.

 ² Made from 100% recycled materials

 ² Fully recyclable
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Warehouse and Industrial Consumables

STRAPPING

 ² Polypropylene (Hand and Machine)

 ² PET (Hand)

 ² Corded (Hand)

 ² Woven (Hand)

 ² Edge Protectors

TAPES

 ² Clear Packaging Tape

 ² High Adhesive PVC Duct/Poly Joining Tape

 ² Silver Cloth Duct Tape

 ² Branded Tapes

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

BUCKLES AND SEALS

 ² Heavy duty galvanised buckles

 ² Standard wire buckles

 ² Seals

TOOLS

 ² PET Strapping Sealer

 ² Strapping Tensioner

 ² Tape Dispenser



Other Products

Stretch Wrap is a niche specialist supplier of plastic films and related and 
complementary products. We have very strong relationships with international 
suppliers and we review our product range often to consider products that could 
be beneficial to our customers. If there is something you’d like us to look into for 
you, please just ask. 

 ² Site Safety - Orange Hazard Safety Fence

 ² Carpet Protector

 ² Safety Gloves
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Our Promise

Contact Us

WE WILL ALWAYS:

 ² Make our customers our priority

 ² Commit to delivering you a quality 
product and service you can trust

 ² Have your back!

IAN FORRESTER

mobile-alt 021 776 021

ENVELOPE-OPEN-TEXT ian.forrester@stretchwrap.co.nz

EILEEN TAN

mobile-alt 021 264 7511

ENVELOPE-OPEN-TEXT eileen.tan@stretchwrap.co.nz
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